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SUMMARY 

Reaction centers of the photosynthetic bacterium Rhodop.seudomonas 
. . . . 

sphaeroides R-26, give rise to large triplet state EPR signa1
4

-5 u-pon 
at low temperature (11 K) 

illumination/. Utilizing monochromatic polarized light to generate the 

EPR spectra (magnetophotoselection) we have shown that the intensities 

of the observed triplet signals are strongly dependent upon the wavelength 

and polarization direction of the excitation~ These data cart be used to 

calculate the orientations of the excited transition moments with respect 

to each other and ~ith respect to the triplet state principal magnetic 

axes system. Our quantitative approach is to follow the procedure out

lined in a previous publication (Frank, H.A., Friesner, R., Nairn, J.A.; 

Dismukes, G.C. and Sauer, K. (1979) Biochim. Biophys. Acta, submitted) 

where computer simulations of the observed triplet state spectra were 

employed. 

The results presented in the present work indicate that the transition 

moment at 870 nm which is associated with the bacteriochlorophyll ''special 

pair" lies almost entirely along one of the principal magnetic axes of 

the triplet state. Also, the 870 nm transition moment makes an angle of 

~ 60° with the 546 nm transition moment which is associ~ted with a 

bacteriopheophytin. This latter result is in agreement with previous 

photoselection studies on the same bacterial species (Vermeglio,. A., 

Breton, J., Paillotin, G. and Cogdell, R. (.1978) Biochim. Bi_ophys. Acta 

501, 514-530). 
I ' : r 
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INTRODUCTION 

· Magnetophotoselection is a technique which combines the optical 

photoselection and electron paramagnetic ~esonance (EPR) experiments. 1 

2 

The method is accomplished by exciting a randomly ordered system of molecular 

species with polarized light and recordinq its lig~t induced EPR spectrum 

with the excitation p~rall~l and perpendicular to the static EPR field direc~ 

tion·. Initially proposed by Kottis and L~febvre2 this technique has been 

used extehsively in assigning the principal magnetic axes of the photoexcited 

triplet states of aromatic molecules3•4•5•6 including chlorophylls7 and for 
,. 

the study of triplet~triplet energy transfer between different aromatic 

compou~ds.5,8,9,10 

Magnetophotoselection experiments h~v~ also been performed on chromate~ 

phores of the photosynthetic bacterium, Rhodospirillum rubrum, and a 

qualitative interpretation of the results was offered~ll We hav~ expanded on 

the application of this t~chnique to photosynthetic systems. When treated 

quantitatively, the method can provide information about the relative orienta~ 

tio'ns of the various reaction center pigments. Also, the method can serve 

as the link that binds optical photoselection studies on whole cells ~f 

magnetically aligned bacteria12 to EPR experi~ents performed on the same 

t 
. 13 sys ems. Clearly, the determinations of the orientations that the various 

primary photoreactants in bacterial photosynthesis have with respect to the 

· f 1 · 12 
a· f membranes as deduced rom optical photose ect1on measurements an rom 

. . . 1 3 EPR exper1ments should be consistent with t~e magnetophotoselection results. 

Recently Vermeglio and coworkers!4 using optical photoselection . 
technique~ have calculated the relative orientations of the trani~tion 

moments of th~ chromophores in reaction centers of Rhodopseudo~on~i sphaeroides. 

They found that the absorbances at 870 nm and 546 nm which be 1 ong to the 

. · .... 
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bacteriochlorophyll ••special pair" and a bacteriopheophytin, respectively, 

represent single transitions whose moments make an angle of qppr.oximately 

60° with respect to each other. 

In this paper we present a magnetophotoselection study on the same 

bacterial species. We have examined the light induced triplet state EPR 

spectra of reaction centers of ~- so:-taeroi des excited by 882 -nm and 550 nm 

light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the static EPR field direction. 

We have observed a dependence of the triplet lineshape on the wavelength of 

excitation and on the direction of polarization of the light. 

Following the procedure outlined in a previous publication, 13 we 

have computer simulated the observed triplet state spectra and calculated 

the orientations of the 870 nm and 546 nm transition moments with respect 

to the principal magnetic axes of the triplet state. Our approach is to 

derive distribution functions V(e,cp), that satisfy the equation 

n 2n 

I(IHI) = r 1 I(e,cp,jHj)V{e,cp)dOd¢ - lo o -
[1] 

and calculate the triplet state EPR spectral intensity, I( !H!), for the broadband ... 
or polarized light excitations. I(O,<t>,l~l) ·is the intensity of the triplet 

signal at field 1~1, when the static EPR field is specified by the angles 

e and cp (see be1ow). 

In addition to the orientation of the transition moments, zero-field 

splitting parameters and relative rate constants of intersystem crossing 

for the triplet state are calculated. . . 
~· r 

MATERIALS AND ~1ETHODS 
' . 

Reaction centers from~- sphaeroides strain R~26 were prepared by 
. 15 the method of Clayton and Wang. The final anmonium sulfate precipitate 

. , 
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was dialized against 0.01 M Tris HCl (pH, 7.6), reprecipitated and suspended 

in 2% Triton X-100, 0.025 M Tris HCl (pH, 8.0). Solid sodium dithionite 

was added to about 10 mg/ml,and the solution was diluted with an equal 

volume of.ethylene glycol. The final concentration of reaction centers 

ranged from 10-4 to 10-5 M. Careful cooling to 77 K gave clear glasses in 

quartz sample tubes (3 rrvn I.D.). The samples could be stored in liquid 

nitrogen for severa 1 months. 

The triplet state spectra were detected by light modulation at 33.5 Hz 

as described previdusly. 13 For excitation at 882 nm light from a 900 w 

xenon or a 1000 w mercury-xenon de arc lamp was filtered through 5 em of a 6% wjv 

aqueous solution of chromium potassium sulfate (Cr2 (so4 ) 3 ~K2so4 ·24 H20) 

and a Baird-Atomic interference filter with a bandwidth of 10 nm at half 

maximum transmittance. The 1 ight was focused into an open ended flange con

structed from waveguide and affixed to the front of a Varian TE microwave 

cavity to allow 100% transmission of light. Immediately prior to the 

tavity was located a Polaroid type HN-7 sheet polarizer which could be I 

rotated through 360°. The amplitude ratios given in Table 1 were corrected 

for incomplete polarization (At 882 nm the principal transmittance ratio is 

.. 27.) For excitation at 550 nm light from the Mercury-Xenon lamp was filtered 

by 5 em of a 0.2%w{blution of para-nitrophenol ih 2l{'bdium bicarbonate and 

focused through a Corning glass filter 1-69, an interference filter (550 nm) 

and a Polaroid type HN 38 sheet polarizer. For the broadband excitation, a 

tungsten lamp filtered by 5.cm of water was used at intensities below 
2 ' . 

·2 5 rrt.'J I em • · ' 
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RESULTS 
~!--c_ .. , _ _..~ ... --- -·· .- ·"- -:- - :. -- .. ' : ... - ~ - . 

Calculation of distribution functions . 
r :; : r: ;. -~ , - : . ,. . .. - .- - - : .. ~ -~ : -- . 

When polarized light impinges upon a random sample of absorbing molecules, 
£': - \· . -_ - .,. : : ~ :- ~ -_ -_ -

a distr~bution·of orientatio~s of the excited species is produced. The distribution 
- . 

functions describing the ens~mble of triplet states· excited by polarized light 

are derived from the probability that a transition moment, ~. is excited 

by light having its electric vector, E, either parallel or perpendicular to 

the EPR field direction, H. Once these distribution functions are formulated~ 

they can be used to specify the orientation of~ vJithin the prinCipal magnetic -. ' 

axis system of the tripletstate. 

We begin by writing the dot product of ~ and ~ 

~ • H = ~~~~~~ cosS [2] 

where S is the angle between E and ~· Squaring and rearranging this equation 

we get 

2 cos s :: 

. Decomposing ~ into its components along the principal magnetic axes yields 

H = 1~1 
sinecos¢ 
sines in¢ 
case 

[3] 

[4) 

where 8 is the angle between ~ and the z magnetic axis and <Pis th~ angle 

between the component of H in the xy plane and the x magnetic axis; Similarly 

for ll we obtain 

· . 
. , 
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_. e' "''I s1n cos ... · 
sino's in¢' 
case' 

I 
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~ wh_e_r~_ e• and ¢' are the angles locating ~-in the m9gnetic axis system and are 

c'~_ef:ined in the same ~_anner as e and ¢. Px' PY, and Pz represent the 

projections of~ onto the three principal magnetic axes . 
. - ' . . 

For ~ I I ~~the probabili~y that~ is excited is given by tos2B. 

The distribution 

function is obtained by sutistituting equatiqns [4] and [5] into e~uation 

[3] and by consid~ring the appropriate solid anqle eieme~t. Therresult is 

(Px sinecos¢ + P sinOcos¢ + P cose)2 sine y . z _[~] 

We may now choose the best Px,Py, and Pz values that calculate the observed 

triplet state spettrum when ~ I I ~· 
The distribution function for the case of ~ l ~ is different from the 

parallel case in that the probability of~ being excited in this 

~onfiguration is given by 

distribution function, 

k . 28 
2 s 1 n • This leads to a 

v1{o,cp) = ~[1 - (Px sinocos¢ + PY sinOsin¢ + Pz cose)
2
] sine [7] 

after considering the appropriate solid angl~ element. We may now use 

~equatirin [7] in evaluating equation [1] for the case where ·E 1 H .. 
. ~ . ~ 

Simulation of the observed triplet state spectra. 
•· . 

0 h d ·. 11 f 11 h d . . b d . . bl . t. 13 ur met o essent1a y . o ows t at escn e 1n a prev1ous pu 1ca 1on 

where computer simulation of the amplitude ratios {Table 1) e::.:rer-imentally 
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detennined at a number of key field positions (Fig. 1) were calculated 

prior to simulating the entire triplet state spectra. We proceed by 

discussing individually the simulations of the experimental sp~ctra taken 

under three different excitation conditions. 

1) Broadband excitation 

Broadband unpolarized light excites numerous transition moments of the 

7 

reaction centers. This gives rise to a randomly ordered distribution of 

magnetic systems with re~pect to the EPR field direction. This is ev~denced 

by the fact that the broadband spectrum agrees with a 'randonl' spectrum uenerat.P.d by 

monochromatic polarized light: the sum of one "parallel" spectrum plus 

two "perpendicular" spectra equals a 11randonl' spectrum. Following ref. 13 

we set V(8,¢) = sine in equation [1] and vary the zero-field splitting 

parameters, IDI and lEI, and the relativ~ rate constant for intersystem 

crossing, kx' ky' and kz'. until a good fit to the experimental spectrum is 

obtained. The values that best fit the random triplet state spectrum of 

BQ§. sphaeroides reaction centers are given in Table 2. The calculated 

spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. 

2) 882 nm excitation 

As previously mentioned, the transition moment associated with the 

absorption band at 870 nm represents a pure electronic transitibn arising 

from the bacteriochlorophyll "special pair". This absorption is shifted to 
. 16 longer wavelengths at low temperatures. Excitation of the molecules into 

.. 
their triplet states by monochromatic light at 882 nm generates an ensemble 

.of these species whose distribution is described by equatibns [6] and [7]. 

We assume that the IDI, lEI, kx' ky' and kz values are fixed by ~Ae broad

band simulation (see Table 2). Therefore, Px., P , and P. are the parameters y z 
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to be varied in calculating the amplitude ratios and simulati~g the 

experimental· spectra (see Figs 3a and 3b). We substitute equations [6] 

and [7] into equation [1] and c~lculate the ratios for the excitation 

parallel and perpendicular to the static EPR field, respectively. The 

values for P , P , and P that best fit the experi~ental results are given 
X y Z 

in Table 3. The calculated spectta are shown in. Figs. 4a and 4b. 

3) 550 nm excitation 

8 

At low temperatures absorbances associated with two different bacteriopheo

phytinsare resolved at 530 nm and 546 nm. 14 •16 Utilizing light centered 

at 550 nm, we excite primarily the latter species. Because the triplet 

state is localized on the bacteriochlorophyll 11 Special pair, 11 we assume 

that it resides in a fixed geometric relation to the bacteriopheophytin. 

This allows us to use equations [6] and [7] to calculate the orientation 

of the 546 nm transition moment with respect to the triplet magnetic axis 

frame. The values for Px' PY, and Pz that best fit the amplitude ratios and 

the observed spectra (see Figs. 5a and 5b) are given in Table 3. The 

computer simulated spectra for the excitation parallel and perpendicular 

to the static EPR field·direction are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b respectively. 

DISCUSSION 

The simulation of the broadband experimental spectrum yielded values 

for the lol and lEI parameters that agree well with measurements from other 

groups. 17•18 •19 (~ee Table 2.) More interesting, however, are the values 

for kx, ky, and kz extracted by our method. Recently, there have been . 
serious discrepancies in the numbers ·reported for the decay const~nts of 

. . 

.8£?_. sphaeroi des by di-fferent groups .17 ' 18 . Our method, which pr~vi des an 
. . . . 

independent measurement of the relative intersystem crossing rate constants, 
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falls within the experimental error of those reported in Ref. 18. 

The results that we obtained from the simulations of the triplet state spect!"a 

excitea at 8D2nm provide the most striking example of the accuracy in 

our quantitative approach. Figure 3a shows that for~ I I ~·the largest 

component of the 870 nm transition moment lies along the x principal 

magnetic axis.* The spectrum is dominated by the transitions associated 

with reaction centers where the x axis is aligned along the static EPR 

field direction~ We have determined the precise value for the projection, 

Px, of the 870 nm transition moment onto the x magnetic axis to be 0.99 ~ 0.01. 

The high degree of certainty in th.is measurement is a consequence of the 

facts that the z±;x± ratio is very small forE II ~and that the z±;y1 ± ratio 

is positive for ~II ~ and negative f,or ~ 1 ~· Figures 3a and 3b show that 
+ the Y1 and Y1 experimental intensities are indeed positive for E I I ~ and 

negative for~ 1 ~while the z- and z+ amplitudes are positive in both cases. 

This feature is reproduced in the simulations Q!i!..y when the projection of 

the transition moment along the x principal magnetic axis is greater than 
I . . 

0.98. This result must arise from the summation of EPR line intensities 

over the ensemble distribution and is illust~ative of the utility of spectral 

simulations in these analyses. 
I 

The observation that the Y1 
+" and Y1 amplitudes are reduced significantly 

in absolute magnitude when the poJarizer is rotated from~ 1~ t6 ~I I~ 

indicates a small projection of the 870 nm transition moment onto the j 
. I 

principal magnetic axis. This is borne out in the calculation showing Py 
' .. 

*The x axis defined in the present work (Figs. 1 and 7) is referr~d to as 

they axis in Ref. 7. 

= .014. 
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This result also arg_ues against any significant_depolarization effects 

arising in our system. Thes~ ~auld substantialJy reduce the magnitude of 

the observed orientation effect. From the sign~l- amplitudes at th.e z- and -;_+ 

field positions \'le have calculated a projection of 0.14 for t:le transition moment 
onto the z ' 
_principal magnetic axis. The regfon·af solution spanned by the two lin_early 

independent parameters Px and P:z~ (PY is iinearly dependent because Px2 
+ 

P ~ + P 2 = 1) is show.n in Table 4. No solution outside the boundaries of y . z 
this rectangle fell within the experimental e~ror. 

For the 550 nm excitation, however, the rectangular region of solution 

fs not so compact. The projections of the 546 nm transition moment onto 

the triplet state magnetic axe~ are much more uncertain owing to a less 

favorable signal-to-noise ratio in this determination. Nevertheless, the 

~pectral simulations indicate a narrow range of acceptable values for the 

projection of the 546 nm transition moment onto the z triplet state axis. 

Although the acceptable values for Px and PY span a fairly broad range, 

it is clear from the spectral si~ulations that the major component of the· 

546 nm transition moment lies along the z triplet direction and has a 

projection of approximately 0.82 bnto this axis. 

Using the values of Px, PY, and Pz listed in Table 3, v1e can calculate 

the angle between the 546 nm and 870 nm transition moments; The angle is 

given by 

y = arccos I ~ 1 -~2 ~ 
.. .· . 
.. . 

[8] 

where -~ 1 = {+ .405, ::_ .405 + .B2)und ~2 - (:!:_ .99, + • 014, + .14) are the 



vectors representing the 546 nm and the 870 nm t~ansition moments 

respectively, within the principal magnetic axis system. The values for 

11 

y calculated froin equation [8] are 60° (120°) and 72° _(108°)which are in 

agreement with the 60° value d_etennined by Vermeglio, et i!..l- 14 The orienta

tions of the transition moments in the principal m~gnitic axis system are 

given in Fig. 7. 

We feel that the full potential of magnetophotoselectioni which is a 

straightforward extension of the triplet state EPR method, has not previously 

been ft1lly realized in its application to photosynthetic systems. When 

coupled with computer simulations of the observed spectra, the technique 

becomes a powerful analytical tool for deciphering the orientations of the 

various donors and acceptors involved in the primary light reactions of 

photosynthesis. 

Finally, any detennination of the orientation of the two bacteriochloro-

phyll monomers with respect to each other in the "speci a 1 pair" 

must account for the transition 

moment at B70 nm lying preferentially along the x principal magn~tic axis of 

the triplet state. 

. . 
: . 
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TABLE 1 

EXPERIMENTAL TRIPLET STATE SIGtiAL AJ~PLITUDE RATIOS 

The amplitudes Here measured at the key field positions indicated 

in Figs. 1, 3, and 5. The pairs of measured intensities (e.g. X+ and 

X-) were found to be equal withiri experimental error. The amplitudes 
+ 

are therefore designated by a superscript ~ (e.g. x-). Numbers in 

parentheses indicate the range of acceptable ratios calculated from a 

fixed value for the uncertainty in the exper.imental amplitude determina-

tion. 

+ + z±;v ± + + z-;v -z-;x- . 1 2 

15 

Broadband -2.4 (-2.7,-2.2) -4.0 (-4.6,-3.5) 6.2 (7.7,5.2) 

882 nm 

1 ) parallel. -0.28 (-.35,-.22) 3.7 (13.0,1.8) 2.2 (4.3,1.3) 

2) perpendicular -6.0 (-8.2,-4.0) -3 .. 6 (-4.3,-3.1) 9.0 (l4. 0, 6. 5) 

550 nm 

1) parallel -2.8 (-3.6,-2.2) -8.8 (-23.5,-5.1) --* 
2) perpendicular -1.6 (-2.4,-1.1) -3.2 (-7.3,-1.8) 1.6 (2.4,1.1) 

+ 
*Y2- amplitude was approximately zero. 
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TABLE 2 

ZERO-FIELD SPLITTING PARA~1ETERS AND RELATIVE RATE 

CONSTANTS FOR INTERSYSTEM CROS~ING 

The IDI and lEI zero-field splitting parameters are given in cm-l 

units.· kx, ky; and kz refer to rate constants for depopulation of the 

triplet spin sublevels associated \'Jith the X±; v±, and Z± triplet peaks. 

A comparison of the present results with publ~shed values is given. 

~~ 2£haer6ides R~26 lQl ill k :k :k X. y z 

The present work .0187 + . 0002 . 0031 + .0002 8.3;7.1:1.0 

Reference 17 .0187 + .0002 .0031 + . 0001 1.7:2.0:1.0 

Reference 18 .01872 + .00002 . 00312 + . 00002 6.4:5.7:1.0 

16 
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TABLE 3 

PROJECTION OF THE OPTICAL TRANSITION l10~1ENTS ONTO THE 

PRINCIPAL MAGNETIC AXES OF THE TRIPLtT STATE 

The best fit of the calculated spectra to the experimental results 

are given by the projections Px, P , and P . y . z 
& 

p 
~ 

p 
X z 

870 nm .99 .014 .14 

. 546 nm ,405 . 405 .82 

. 
• • 

I 
l 

17 
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TABLE 4 

BOUNDARY CONDlTIONS FOR THE RECTANGULAR REGION OF SOLOTION · 

The regions of solution are given by rectangles, the dimensions 

of which are determined by P x and P z which are the projections of the 

transition moments onto the .x and z principal magnetic axes, respectively. 

, 
870 nm .98 < p < 

.X 
1.00 • 10: < p 

z < • 16 

546 .nm .33< 1' 
X 

< .63 .73 < P. z < .85 

.. 
~ . 

•. 

·. 

18 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Experimental triplet state spectrum of Rhociopseudomonas s:.>haeroides R-26 

generated b~' broadband unpolarized 1 ight. Spectrum of reduced reaction 

centers was taken with the following conditions: sweep time, 16 min; 

field modulation frequency, 100 kHz; field modulation amplitude, 16 G; 

receiver gain, 32; temperature, 11 K; mi crm~ave power, s·o J.l w; 

.microv1ave frequency, 9.069 GHz; light modulation frequency, 33.5 Hz? 

recorder time constant, 10 s; tungsten lamp excitation. The light 

induced free radical signal at g ~ 2.0 has been omitted. 

2. Car1puter sinulated triolet state spectrun of Rhodot1seudor:onas snhaeroides 

R-26. The spectrum was calculated assuming a random distribution of 

triplet states \'lith respect to the EPR field direction. The parameters 

used to calculate this spectrum are given in Table 2. 

3. ExperiPlenta 1 triplet state s:-:ectra of Rho~O!"JS_eudQ!nona~ sohaeroi des R-26 

generated by 882 nm pol ur-i zed 1 ight." a) Spectrum taken with ~- II H. 

b) Spectrum taken with ~ l ~- Other conditions are as follows: sweep 

time, 1 h; field modulation frequency, 100kHz; field modulation amplitude, 

16 G.; receiver gain, 63; temperature, 11 K; microwave power, 50 u w 

microwave frequency, 9.109 GHz; light modulation frequency 33.5 Hz; recorder 

time constant, 30 s ; ~non lam~ excitation. The light-induced fre~ 

radical signal at g = 2.0 has been omitted.~ 

4~. Con~uter sir.ulated 882 nr. excited Lrinlet str.te spectre of RhodoQseudoi-:onc:s 
R-26 

snhaero1des/. The spectra were calculated assuming a) ~- II ~:a!1d b) ~ l ~-

The parameters used to calculate these spectra are given in Tables 2 and 3. 

All Computer simulations are normalized to the IZ~I + IX±I peak amplitudes. 



.. 

5. Ex!)erir.:entai trinlet stute snectrur.1 of RhodooseudoMonas sohaeroides R-26 
• • • 0 --·---.. ·- -· 

6. 

generated by 550 nm polarized light. a) Spectrum taken with ~ II H. 

b) Spectrum taken with~ 1 ~- Other conditions are as follows: sweep 

time, 1 h; field modulation frequency, 100kHz; field modulation amplitude, 

16 G; receiver gain, 80; temperature, 11 K; microwave power, 50~ W; 

microwave frequency~ 9.117 GHz; light modulation frequency 33.5 Hz; 

recorder time constant, 30 s; i71ercury-xenori lamp excitation. The light 

induced free radical signal at g = 2.0 has been omitted. 

Col'l!Jutet~ sfrJUlated 550 nr1 excited triplet state spectra of ~(hodopseudomonas 

h "d n 26 The spectra were calcul_ated assuming a) _E I I H_ 2_Q.! aero1 es ~,- . 

and b) ~ 1 ~- The parameters used to calculate these ~pectra are given 

. in Tables 2 and 3. 

7. The orientation of the transition. moments at 546 nrn and 870 nm with 

respect to the principal magnetic axis system (x,y,z) of the triplet 

state. The angles were calculated from the projections given in Table 

3 using the relations e = arccos Px' etc. y was calculated from , X 

equation [8] in the text. 

. .. 
: . 
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Rps. sphaeroides R.:026 broadband excitation 

z 

3000 3100 3200 3300 3400 3500 

Magnetic field st~ength 
(gauss) 

XBL 7812-13056 

·, . . ' 

~.JJ. 

, . 

I 

I. . I 
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Rps. sphoeroides R-26 broodbond excitation 

z 

X 
L-.-------'-----~---·--·- _ _l_···--·--. ···-·-~-------' 

3000 3100 3200 3300 3400 3500 
Magnetic field strength 

(gauss) 
XBL 7811-13039 

I .. 

' . 
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Rps. sphaeroides R-26 882nm excitation 

a) 

b) E..LH 

3000 

""' ""' 

3100 3200 3300 3400 

Magnetic field strength 
( gauss) 

3500 

.. . . 
XBL 7811 -13057 , . 

. , 
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Rps. sphoeroides R- 26 882nm excitation 
....----. 

E II H 

x- x+ 
_______ L .. _____ [._ _____ ·-··-·-- ·----

b) E 1 H 
·+ z 

z 

x- y; 
--- ____ .J_ ____ --·-- ... J. . __________ l ____ . 

3000 3100 3200 3300 3500. 

Magnetic field strength 
(gauss ) 

XBL 7811 '13041 
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Rps. sphoeroides R-26 550nm excitation 

a·) 

z 

b ) 

3000 

EuH ,.,. ,.,. 

X 

3100 3200 3300 3400 

Magnetic field strength 
(gauss ) 

3500 

I .. 
. 

XBL 7812-13058 . ' 
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Rps. sphoerotdes R- 26 550nm excitation 

0) E II H .... .... 

y; •( 

. x-
----~---···-7-· ___ _L_~ _ _t __ ....:.__· 

b) E1.H .... -

3000 3100 3200 . 3300 . 3400 3500 

· Magnetic field strength 

{gauss) . . ; 

XBL 1811 ~ 13040 , 
. . ~-

, 
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y 
XBL 7811-13055 
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